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I N I T I A L

CO N C E P T

App planning &
Research

APPLICATION OVERVIEW

Encompass is a flight booking app that
helps user find cheap flights by searching
hundreds of travel sites. The specialty of the
app is providing a no surprise all inclusive
pricing to the user.
The app consists of multiple filters to
provide results that meet the user criteria.
Unlike most apps where the baggage and
other charges are shown at the end after
booking, Encompass provides a clear
distribution of charges to the traveler

beforehand. Consisting of features like
cognizance of user’s Airline Alliance ,
the application can adjust the charges
accordingly.
In addition to the above mentioned
features, the traveler can use smart
flight search features like number of
stops, flight duration, price, departure
time etc.
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Features list
MAIN FEATURES

•

Options to book flights that are one-way, round trip and multi city trips

•

Ability to filter the flight search by flexible dates, price, transit times, number of stops,
layover, flight length etc.

•

Providing more personalized filters to the users who want to filter their options further.
These features would include baggage options, wi-fi, in flight entertainment, special
needs etc.

ACCOUNT FEATURES

BOOKING OPTIONS

•

Ability to enter personal details for faster checkout

•

Rewards like Airplane miles earned, free services etc.

•

Having the status of an upcoming or ongoing flight

•

Other tools and settings in the account

•

Ability to add traveler information as a guest traveler or pulling from the account
information

•

Accepting major payment options for user convenience

•

Providing optional Travel Insurance

•

Baggage options

HELP & CHAT FEATURES

•

A live chat and other contact methods like phone email etc. for booking or help

EXPLORE OPTIONS

•

Maps to explore flights to various destinations based on selected geographic region,
activities, excursions etc.

CUSTOM ALERTS

•

Alerts for price drops, favorite tickets, great deals etc. based on saved and previous
searches
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USER INTERVIEWS 1
Q. What are some features that you like to see in a flight search app?
USER 1

I would like having multiple filters to personalize my search for the airlines, dates,
baggage etc. It would be great to have the app compare not only the prices but
other features like baggage pricing etc. too. I would love to see a drop down where
I can select various options to add and compare the total price at the bottom from
different flight options.

USER 2

I would like it to show price comparison for 3+ days before and after. It should have
color coding for high and low prices. If an app lets me compare two different
airline prices, I like to see it on the same page instead of it taking me to a different
page.

USER 3

When you book a flight, if there is a separate option provided right on the main
page to book with miles, that will be of great help. Also, I like a feature that is existing in some flight apps to see the flight prices for + and - 3 days. So, if the prices are
better we can change the travel dates.

39 YEAR OLD
FEMALE

35 YEAR OLD
MALE

42 YEAR OLD
FEMALE
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DEFINING APP FEATURES VIA CONTEXTUAL SCENARIOS
The user wants to find
an international flight
from Denver to Las
Vegas for a week next
month. the user wants
the flight to be under
14 hours with a maximum of one stop and
price under $2,000.

The user opens the app to enter the “from”
and “to” fields under “round-trip” feature.
He filters the search by making the maximum trip duration 14 hours, maximum
one-stop option and maximum price to be
$2,000.
He gets search results from multiple flights
with the features of his choice. One of the
airline results reminded him of a poor flight
experience in the past. He adds another
filter to hide the results for that particular
flight. He is also concerned about the number of bags that are allowed to check-in. So,
he adds another filter to show results with
minimum of two check-in bags allowed.

He finds a good deal and proceeds to
checkout. He gets most of the information per-populated through his account
settings. He also has his payment
preferences set. He confirms that all the
information is correct including the
payment method. He is prompted if he
wants to use his rewards points. He
accepts that and the amount gets
reduced by $150. He checks out the
tickets and gets a confirmation email.
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COMPETITIVE RESEARCH
KAYAK

https://apps.apple.com/us/app/kayak-flights-hotels-cars/id305204535

EXPEDIA

https://apps.apple.com/us/app/expedia-hotels-flights-car/id427916203

CHEAPOAIR

https://apps.apple.com/us/app/cheapoair-cheap-flight-deals/id436858222

HOPPER

https://apps.apple.com/us/app/hopper-book-flights-hotels/id904052407

JETRADAR

https://apps.apple.com/us/app/cheap-flights-jetradar/id606870241

FARENESS

https://apps.apple.com/us/app/fareness-fly-when-its-cheap/id1102502208
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USER TASK FLOW
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USER JOURNEY
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KEY JOURNEY OF THE MOBILE APP
•

User opens the app to book a round trip flight

•

User fills up all the required fields such as “to” and “from” destinations, dates, and number of travelers

•

User budget for this flight is $400, so he sets it to maximum $400.

•

User wants to carry 2 bags into the cabin and 2 checked in so he adds that filter as well.

•

User wants the duration of the entire flight to be short so he adds the maximum flight duration to be 5 hours.

•

User gets the results after applying all the filters and selects the flight with the lowest cost.
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U S E R

T E S T I N G 1

Based on
initial concepts
& Design

initial WIREFRAMES SHOWN TO THE USER
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TEST SCRIPT
I am designing a travel app that helps travelers
find a flight that best suits their needs. The app
helps them get an all-inclusive price that shows
the baggage fees as well in the final results. I
want you to select a flight from Denver to Las
Vegas for the dates Jan 8th to Jan 23rd for 1 traveler in Economy class.
While you do that, you want to filter the results
for a maximum price of $400, a flight total duration of 5 hours both sides and get two cabin and
two checked-in bags included in your results.
Please keep in mind that it is the app that is
getting testing and not you. Please think aloud
while you are performing these actions.
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USER TESTING RESULTS
USER 1
Applied all the fields correctly to search for the
flight but forgot to add filters to the main page.
He clicked the “search” button after entering all
the fields. After reminding him about the, “what
would you do if you wanted to add a filter to
the search to make your maximum price to be
$400?”. He figured out that he can add filters
from the top right filters tab on the page.
He was able to understand the price graph and
slided it to a maximum of $400. He applied the
other two filters of duration and luggage easily.
He had a question- “ What if I am already a gold
member of a particular airlines and I get the
baggage free in that particular airline? Can I
filter my search further in the baggage section
to not add baggage price for this airline?”
What worked?
The user seemed to be clear about using the
filter features and apply those to his search. He
understood the price graph and adding the
number of bags clearly.
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USER 2

USER 3

The user 2 filled all the fields correctly and
applied filters that were asked. She liked
the fact that she had an option for controlling the price. She had a little trouble
with identifying the sliders in the graph to
adjust the price. She was able to apply the
other filters easily.

The user 3 filled all the fields correctly and
pressed the search button after that. She
did not apply the filters at the very beginning before pressing the search button.
When reminded, she was able to apply all
the filter options correctly. She was able to
get to the results fairly quickly.

What worked?
The user was able to quickly fill out the required fields and apply filters to the results.
The user seemed to be clear about using
the filter features and apply those to her
search.

What worked?
The user was able to quickly fill out the
required fields. She forgot to add the filters
at first and had to be reminded for that to
be added.

What didn’t work?
The user didn’t understand the slider in the
“price” filter graph.
Learnings
Make the “price” slider more intuitive in
price graph and add the number of bags
clearly.

What didn’t work?
The user didn’t apply the filters before
pressing the search button.
Learnings
Add the “filter” button just above the
“Search” button so the user remembers to
filter before the search. The filter button
can also be added to the “results” page to
make it more accessible.
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USER 4

USER 5

The user 4 saw the “Flex dates” option at
the first glance and asked if this feature
would be available while selecting the
dates for the flight. He was able to quickly
go through the required fields. He applied
the filters and had questions about the
“duration” filter. He asked that if he wanted
a non-stop flight, the layover time wouldn’t
make sense in that case.

The user 5 went through the interface very
quickly and applied filters to his search
easily.
Learnings
Add a pop-up to the “select dates” home
screen.

What worked?
The user was able to quickly fill out the
required fields and apply the desired filters. The user liked the ability to control the
flight results to a finer extent.
What didn’t work?
The user didn’t understand the significance of the “flex dates” button being
placed separately and wanted it to be
included in the calendar.
Learnings
Add the flexibility option to the calendar
itself.
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Wire-frame flow document
ANNOTATIONS
A

Add the “Filters” button right
above the “Search” button.

B

Add a more intuitive and clear
slider for changing the price.

C

Add an advanced filter here to refine the baggage filter for people
with airline memberships.

D

Make a separate screen for people already selected non-stop
flights. That screen will not have
the layover sliders.

G
A

C

B

F

D

E

Add another screen to come back
to the search main page before
jumping on to the results.

F

Add a “filter” button on top right
of this page to enable filtering
at different stages of the flight
search.

G

Add a screen state of having a
calendar pop up when filling the
calendar dates. Also add the flexible dates option to that pop up.

E
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Revised paper prototype

(Based on user testing)
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U S E R

T E S T I N G

2

Based on
initial paper prototype
testing

USER TESTING VIDEO

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QVu7mLZ70II&feature=youtu.be
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TEST QUESTIONS
What style selector was easier
to use between the two styles
for selecting the no. of
passengers?

USER 1

_

USER 2

_

USER 3

_

USER 4

_

USER 5

_

How do you interpret this
graph?

What did you think about the
hierarchy of information? Did
you think that the layover time
is more important then the
flight length?

It is a bit confusing. I was able
to understand it only after
you explained later.

Both are important

+

I understand the graph but
it took me a while to understand how the sliders work.

I am more concerned about
the flight length.

2

+

I don’t understand it that
well.

Flight length is more
important.

2

+

2

+

2

+

2

I understand the graph but
I would rather have a histogram/bar graph for this kind
of information.
This is understandable by me
but I would like it to be more
clear especially the slider.

Both are important.

Flight length is definitely
more important.
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TEST QUESTIONS
USER 1

USER 2

Do you find it odd that you
would be re-directed to the
airline itself to make the
purchase?

Should the round trip button
be a pre selected state? Do you
think that this is what you usually go for?

What do you think the landing
page default should be for the
no. of cabin and check in bags?
How many do you typically car-

Yes, I would prefer it to be
on the same site!

Yes, I buy more round trip.

1 Cabin bag & no check-in
bags when traveling alone.
2 cabin and 1 check-in when
with family

Yes

1 for each field

Yes, but that is acceptable.
Does th app earn any profit
if the users are directed to
another site?

USER 3

Yes, I would prefer it on the
same site.

Yes

1 for each field

USER 4

Yes

Yes

1 for each field

USER 5

Yes

Yes

“0” for both the fields as I
don’t want to get charged in
case I forget to edit this field.
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OTHER FEEDBACK
Question by User 4- “In the calendar for selecting
two dates in the calendar, what if I want to change
the first selection for starting date after selecting the
return date?”
Solution- The user can click on the return date again
to deselect the return date and then deselect the
start date by clicking on it.
Feedback by user 5- “I would like to see the prices on
the calendar dates.”
Question by user 4 -”Why is the “Filter Options” right
before “search”? I would rather hit search first and
then add the filters to it after seeing the results. “
Feedback by user 2 - ”I would like the slider to be
clearer than the one made.”
Feedback by user 1- “I like the timings for departure
asked as Morning, Afternoon and Night instead of
specific times.”
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CHANGES EXECUTED AFTER THE user TEST 2
SCREEN 1

Before

After

Changed the positioning of the
hamburger menu, chat and
search buttons. Lightened the
gray color in the “Filter options”
and “Search” buttons to show that
it has been deactivated until all
the fields are filled.
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Before

After

SCREEN 2
Applied same changes as
screen one to the interface
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Before

After

SCREEN 3
Aligned the airports sub
category while giving it more
space around for selecting
using fingers.
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Before

After

SCREEN 4
Applied the same interface
changes as screen 1
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Before

After

SCREEN 5
Aligned the airports sub
category while giving it more
space around for selecting
using fingers.
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Before

After

SCREEN 6
Applied all the changes from
screen 1
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Before

After

SCREEN 7
Added the description- “Make
your flight flexible here” and
Select the departure and return
dates”.
This is to show that the top
tabs are only for making your
flight flexible. and adding or
subtracting up to 3 days. The
calendar is to select the
departure and arrival dates.
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SCREEN 8
Added two screens replacing
the first one. The first “after”
screen shows the date selected
for departure that gets populated in the Departure tab. The
second “after” screen shows
the date selected for return
that gets populated in the “return” tab.

Before

After
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Before

After

SCREEN 9
Added a light gray background
to the selected item- “+/- 2
days”

36

Before

After

SCREEN 10
Added some interface
elements from the previous
refinements.
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Before

After

SCREEN 11
Added a light gray background
to the selected item- “+/- 1 day”
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Before

After

SCREEN 12
Added interface refinements
from previous pages.
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Before

After

SCREEN 13
Added interface refinements
from previous pages.
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Before

After

SCREEN 14
Made the “+” and “ - ” tabs
bigger for the various categories making them easy to
select. Also, increased the gap
between each line.
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Before

After

SCREEN 15
Added interface refinements
from previous pages.
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Before

After

SCREEN 16
Made the check mark box
clearer and prominent.
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Before

After

SCREEN 17
Added interface refinements
from previous pages.
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Before

After

SCREEN 18
Made the histogram light gray
merging into the background
to provide more emphasis to
the price slider.
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Before

After

SCREEN 19
Made the histogram light gray
merging into the background
to provide more emphasis to
the price slider.
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Before

After

SCREEN 20
Made the “+” and “ - ” tabs
bigger for the various
categories making them easy
to select. Also, increased the
gap between each line.
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Before

After

SCREEN 21
Made the “+” and “ - ” tabs
bigger for the various categories making them easy to
select. Also, increased the gap
between each line.
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Before

After

SCREEN 22
Applied some interface changes
from the previous refinements.
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Before

After

SCREEN 23
Enhanced the check marks to
be clearer.
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Before

After

SCREEN 24
Changed the check mark style.
Added a description about how
having the “executive member
flight” selected affects the end
results.
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Before

After

SCREEN 25
Changed the check mark style.
Added a description about how
having the “executive member
flight” selected affects the end
results.
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Before

After

SCREEN 26
Made the time selection tabs
bigger. Changed from specific
time to time ranges like“Morning”, “Afternoon” etc.
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Before

After

SCREEN 27
Made the time selection tabs
bigger. Changed from specific time to time ranges like“Morning”, “Afternoon” etc.
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Before

After

SCREEN 28
Made the time selection tabs
bigger. Changed from specific time to time ranges like“Morning”, “Afternoon” etc.
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Before

After

SCREEN 29
Made the time selection tabs
bigger. Changed from specific time to time ranges like“Morning”, “Afternoon” etc.
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Before

After

SCREEN 30
Made the time selection tabs
bigger. Changed from specific time to time ranges like“Morning”, “Afternoon” etc.
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Before

After

SCREEN 31
Made the time selection tabs
bigger. Changed from specific time to time ranges like“Morning”, “Afternoon” etc.
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Before

After

SCREEN 32
Made the time selection tabs
bigger. Changed from specific time to time ranges like“Morning”, “Afternoon” etc.
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Before

After

SCREEN 33
Made the “Flight length” higher in hierarchy as compared to
“Layover Time” based on the
user interview preferences.
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Before

After

SCREEN 34
Made the “Flight length” higher in hierarchy as compared to
“Layover Time” based on the
user interview preferences.
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Before

After

SCREEN 35
Made the “Select” tab bigger.
Also, made the total price bigger and bolder.
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Before

After

SCREEN 36
Made the “Select” tab bigger.
Also, made the total price bigger and bolder.
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Before

After

SCREEN 37
Made the “Select” tab bigger.
Also, made the total price bigger and bolder.
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U S E R

T E S T I N G

3

With
Clickable Prototype

flow map

encompass
Prototype Map
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Task Overview
clickable Prototype

I provided the test users of the app “encompass” with a brief introduction about
what it does and what I am testing. I said“I am working on a mobile app named “encompass” which is a flight booking app. It is
meant to look for flight tickets and provide
you with an all inclusive pricing that will
have no hidden charges. It allows the user
to add multiple filters to the search and
provides you with the best results along
with baggage and other hidden fees.

Since I had many small tasks that I wanted
the user to test, I gave them small details
while they were using the app. For example- add 2 Adult passangers for your flight
or can you make your flight flexible by +/- 2
days when departing from Denver.

I want you to use this app to book a flight
from Denver to Las Vegas from Nov 8th to
Nov 21st. I will be asking you to use some
other filter options while you are using the
app.
Please note that you would be speaking
aloud as you use the app so I can understand your thought process. This is a test
that gives me opportunity to find any flaws
within the app but not the user.”
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Test Questions
Do you start from top to bottom while filling out the home
page information?

In the Calendar, do you find it
intuitive to pick “To” and “From”
dates? Is it easy to spot “Flex
Dates” option?
Yes, that is how I find in most
of the Apps. I understood the
“Flex Dates” option easily!

What class do you fly most
frequently?

LUKE

Yes, typically!

RATHA

Yes, usually!

Yes, that came naturally to
me! Having “Flexible Dates”
is great feature for pricing
and I can figure it out here.

Mostly Economy but sometimes get it upgraded with
exclusive membership.

TOM

Yes, I like filling out from top to
bottom!

Yes, selecting “To” and “From”
was easy. I don’t understand
the option for “Flex Dates”.

Economy or Business

GEORGE

Yes, I do!

Yes, I was able to figure that
out on this screen. I don’t really understand how the flex
dates option would work.

Economy

HALLIE

Yes, I do!

Yes that’s how I feel a lot of
other apps that I use have that
way. Flexx dates option is a bit
hard to spot on this page.

Economy
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Economy
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Test Questions
Do you understand the functionality of the price sliders on
this page?

Does specifying the number of stops matter to you?

Do you understand the sliders for the flight length and
layover time? Does this filter
matter to you?

LUKE

Yes, I see that I could slide to
reduce the price.

No

Yes, but only the flight
length.

RATHA

Yes, I see that these are meant
to be slided but not functional
here.

TOM

Yes, I could understand that
these were sliders.

Sometimes

Yes, I typically aim for shorter
flights.

GEORGE

Yes, I can see how this price
range can be slided.

Yes, especially for international flights.

Yes, I understand the sliders
but it will matter only sometimes.

HALLIE

Yeah, I can figure it can be
slided.

No

Yes, I think the total flight
length matters to me.

Yes, sometimes I like to add a
stop intentionally to make it a
part of my vacation. So, I spend
a day or two at the stop.

Yes, both matter to me especially if I want to hang out at
a stop.
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Test Questions
Do you have any exclusive
membership with any airlines?
Do you get free luggage and
other great features with it?

Do you care about the
departure time and arrival
time while booking your

Did you understand the circles
and squares in the calendar?

LUKE

Yes, I get free baggage and
priority boarding I like this feature.

Yes, at times. Depends on the
situation.

Yes the squares are for flexible
dates and the circles are for
the actual dates entered.

RATHA

Yes, I get those membership
perks with “Frontier”.

Sometimes

Yes, I see these are for flexible
and main dates.

TOM

Yes, I have it for Southwest Airlines and they have great pricing
perks. I like this filter option.

I like the option of being able
to select the time of the day I
want to fly.

No

GEORGE

No

At times especially if it is a
business trip.

No, I don’t.

HALLIE

Yes, I do with “Spirit Airlines”.
But I don’t get much when it
comes to baggage pricing.

Sometimes

Not exactly!
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User Notes
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Test Summary
This week’s testing gave a lot of clarity on
what was easily understood by the user
and what was not!

The sliders for controlling price, flight
length and layover time were easy to perceive for everyone.

It looked like everyone liked filling the
required information from top to bottom
on the home page naturally. However, the
home page entry form can be used
without using a definitive order too.
Surprisingly, everyone was able to quickly
select the “To” and “From” dates in the Calendar easily. I observed that the date
buttons will be better if made bigger and
with more space between each other.

“Layover Time” option was not a very significant option for many. Many of the users
had exclusive membership with certain
airlines and liked the idea of having that
option to get accurate pricing. The circles
and squares were not very clear to some
of the users and might need a bit of enhancement.

The “Flex Dates” option was not clear to
select for most of the users. This is something that I can try to place just above the
“DONE” button of the screen. That might
give it more visibility.

Overall, the app was easy to use and understandable by the users after all the
changes made in the last few weeks.

Clickable Link
https://marvelapp.com/7j79b3h
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Paper Vs Clickable
Prototype

I felt that the users were able to understand
the paper prototypes clearly and were able to
give their feedback in detail as they thought
that the work was in very initial stages. I got
a lot of opinions about adding, changing and
removing many features in the paper prototype. Some of these opinions were actually
very big changes that one would make to an
app design. I think they were more comfortable sharing these due to the raw nature of
test medium.

The user seemed to get a bit frustrated
with the “Oops” screen that would come
up every time they selected something
that was not a part of the journey. Whereas on the paper they didn’t select these
out of journey buttons that much. Also,
looking for the different screens when the
user clicked something was harder in the
paper prototype. The digital was convenient to use in that aspect.

The clickable version was an enhanced version from all the previous feedback. I felt
that the opinions got shorter than the paper prototypes. The responses were mostly
related to the functionality and navigation of
the different tools. There were more positive
comments heard from the clickable version
like how much they like my app and they like
some of the filters.
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U I

R E D E S I G N

Based on
Clickable Prototype
Test results

Screen 1

Calendar Structure

Before

After

Made the calendar dates
away from each other
enabling the user to click
the desired date without
touching the adjacent
date.
Reason- Observed the users trying to pay extra attention not to
click incorrect dates.

Also, made the flexibility
tabs close to the bottom
for visibility while clicking done.
Reason- Many users were not
able to spot this option for flexible dates.
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Screen 2

Flexible Dates Tab
Before

After

Made the flexibility tabs
close to the bottom. The
tabs open up on the
bottom half of the page
now.
Reason- Many users were not
able to spot this option for flexible dates.
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Screen 3
Radio Buttons

Before

After

Changed the buttons to
radio buttons in the preferred class section
Reason- Feedback from
Professor from last week.
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Screen 4

Price Filter drag gable dots
Before

After

Made some changes to the
drag-gable dots in the Price
slider. Made the selected
area between the dots darker for a better emphasis.
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Screen 5
Home Page

Before

After

Simplified the top part
of the Home Page. Removed the chat button
to be included in the
drop-down menu button. Gave a darker background for better contrast with the page. Gave
the hamburger Menu a
more unique style.
Reason- The top part looked a
bit cluttered.
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Final Screens
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